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Code42 Information Security
SECURE
EVERY IDEA

Business Continuity
Data recovery to keep your
business moving forward

Incident Response
Faster detection, investigation and
response to suspicious file activity

Information Governance
Foundational protection for data
privacy, security and preservation

WHERE THEY START

WHEN THEY MOVE

WHERE THEY LIVE

File Recovery

Ransomware Recovery

Tech Refresh

IT and users can recover laptop and
desktop data whenever, wherever.

Bounce back when ransomware hits—
and never pay the ransom.

Migrate data in as little as 30 minutes,
drastically decreasing downtime.

Insider Threat

Forensic Investigation

Ransomware Investigation

Protect intellectual property
from leaving your organization.

Speed up investigations with visibility
to all file activity across every endpoint.

Hunt down malicious files by searching
for known file signatures.

Compliance

Legal Hold & eDiscovery

M&A

Secure and protect endpoint data
to support compliance requirements.

End manual and disruptive workflows by
streamlining file collection and preservation.

Mitigate risk by gaining control
over all newly acquired IP.

“One of the biggest benefits of having Code42 is the fact that we’re no longer
at risk of data loss—whether that be due to user interaction, ransomware
or hardware failure. All of that leads to lost time, money and faith in our
company—so having Code42 is a big safety net for us.”
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Security Made Faster. IT Made Easier.
The Code42 platform

COMPLETE HISTORY

Information
from endpoints

TOTAL VISIBILITY

Code42
app

Laptops, desktops, removable
media, external storage, cloud

ENTERPRISE SCALE
Manage 100,000s of users
from a single admin console

The Code42 app can automatically
and continuously collect and
analyze every version of every
file to provide multiple benefits to
administrators and end users. The
Code42 API allows businesses
to integrate the Code42 platform
with third-party technologies.

Collect

Index

Analyze

Recover

CODE42 API

Every version of every
file ever created

Third-party
integrations
•
•
•
•
•

Splunk
Okta
Zapproved
SCCM
Jamf

Product features
• Backup + Restore • File Exfiltration
Detection
• Device Migration
• Legal Hold
• Security Insights

• Forensic
File Search

Security You Can Trust
Code42 protects data with AES 256-bit encryption—on the device, in transit and at rest. Store encryption keys separately from data. Support
compliance obligations, including: SOC reporting, ISO/IEC 27001, NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171, DFARS, HIPAA, FISMA, ITAR, GLBA, FERPA and GDPR.
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CODE42.COM

Code42, a leading provider of information security solutions, secures the ideas of more than 50,000 organizations worldwide, including the most recognized brands in business and education. Because Code42 collects and indexes every version of every file, the company offers security,
legal and IT teams total visibility and recovery of data–wherever it lives and moves. With real-time alerts and forensics, these teams can easily detect, investigate and rapidly recover from any data incident, such as ransomware, lost or stolen devices and insider threats. Supported by a global
state-of-the-art cloud infrastructure, the Code42 platform safeguards hundreds of petabytes of data and helps organizations comply with evolving regulatory requirements. Founded in 2001, the company is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and backed by Accel Partners, JMI Equity,
NEA and Split Rock Partners. For more information, visit code42.com.
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